Mappings T : X -• CB(X), f : X -• X are said to be compatible if, for any sequence {£"} C x satisfying lim n _oo /xntlimn^oo Tx n (provided lim n -oo fx n and lim^oo Tx n exist in X and CB{X) respectively), we have lirn n _oo H(fTx n ,Tfx n ) = 0.
The condition of compatibility is satisfied, but T and / do not commute.
Consider / : X -> X and T : X -• CB(X). A point z is called a coincidence point of / and T if and only if f{z) 6 T(z).
Remark. Note that if / and T are compatible then for any coincidence point 2 for / and T we have fTz = Tfz.
Our main result is connected with coincidence points for pair of mappings. 
H(Sx,Ty)
< Ad(fx,gy), where 0 < A < 1.
Then there is a common coincidence point for f and S, as well as for g and T.
Proof. Let XQ be an arbitrary but fixed element of X. We shall construct two sequences {x n }, {y n } of elements in X and a sequence {i4 n } of elements in CB(X). Choose x\ £ X such that yi -gxi G SXQ. Using the definition of Hausdorff metric and the fact that Tx C fX, we may pick x 2 Similarly,
We shall show that {j/ n } is a Cauchy sequence. To do this fix m > n. Assume first that m and n are of opposite parity, that is n = 2p + 1 and m = 2q for 
Now (3), (4) and (5) Similarly, using (4) and (5), we have:
t=2p-l and 2,-1
i=2P-\
Hence {j4 n } is a Cauchy sequence. Since (CB(X),H) is a complete metric space, therefore there exists A G CB(X) such that A n -• A. This implies that,
Tx2jt+i ->• A, Sx2k+2 ->• A,
and therefore z e A because
n->oo n-»oo
Observe that then
Hence by the compatibility of / and S, we have
Similarly, gz € 7'z. Proof. Obviously /(limn_oo f n z) = ft and 5r(limn_00g n z) = gt.
(6) Therefore t = ft = gt.
Since z is a coincidence point for / and S by the Remark we have fSz = Sfz.
Then f 2 z £ f(Sz) = Sfz, and by the induction argument f n+1 z e fS(f n~1 z) = S(f n z).
But this means that {f n z} is a sequence of coincidence points of / and S. Therefore by the continuity of 5, t = lim f n z is a fixed point of S. Similarly, t is a fixed point for T, that together with (6) ends the proof. It can be easily seen that for any A £ [i, 1), all the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (and Corollary 2) are satisfied. Since f ^ g and S ^ T, we cannot apply the theorems of Kaneko [5] and [6] . Moreover, 5 and T are not contractions. Therefore the result of Nadler [7] is also not applicable (even in the case Sx = Tx = [0, x] and / = g = Ax). Note that / / g, S / T, fS ^ Sf and gT ^ Tg. Previously known results are not applicable to this example.
